Vision sensor and dual MEMS gyroscope integrated system for attitude determination on moving base.
To determine the relative attitude between the objects on a moving base and the base reference system by a MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems) gyroscope, the motion information of the base is redundant, which must be removed from the gyroscope. Our strategy is to add an auxiliary gyroscope attached to the reference system. The master gyroscope is to sense the total motion, and the auxiliary gyroscope is to sense the motion of the moving base. By a generalized difference method, relative attitude in a non-inertial frame can be determined by dual gyroscopes. With the vision sensor suppressing accumulative drift of the MEMS gyroscope, the vision and dual MEMS gyroscope integration system is formed. Coordinate system definitions and spatial transform are executed in order to fuse inertial and visual data from different coordinate systems together. And a nonlinear filter algorithm, Cubature Kalman filter, is used to fuse slow visual data and fast inertial data together. A practical experimental setup is built up and used to validate feasibility and effectiveness of our proposed attitude determination system in the non-inertial frame on the moving base.